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Abstract— A boon for better communication, cell phone 

usage nonetheless has many health hazards. Various studies 

indicate that the emissions from a cell phone can be 

extremely harmful, causing genetic damage, tumors, 

memory loss, increased blood pressure and weakening of the 

immune system. The fact that this radiation is invisible, 

intangible, and enters and leaves our bodies without our 

knowledge makes it even more intimidating. Global System 

for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Code Division 

Multiple Access (CDMA), WCDMA and Wi-Max are most 
prevalent second generation (2g), Third generation (3g) and 

LTE mobile communication technologies. This dissertation 

discusses on the analysis conducted to study the effect of 

electromagnetic radiation of mobile phone technologies with 

different frequencies and power level via experimental 

works. This research work provides the detailed procedure 

for the self-certification by the service provider (TSPs) and 

audit by the Telecom Enforcement Resource and Monitoring 

(TERM) cell of the Department of Telecommunications in 

respect of compliance to the norms for exposure to 

electromagnetic fields from Base Transceivers Stations of 
GSM, CDMA, W-CDMA, UMTS and FDD & TDDLTE 

etc. at different distance with respect to frequency band 300-

3000MHz.This work has been done in real time 

environment on base station Transceiver(BTS). 

Keywords: Electromagnetic Radiation (EMF), GSM, 

CDMA, W-CDMA, UMTS, FDD, TDDLTE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetic radiation is energy flow in the form of 
electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields that make up 

electromagnetic waves. In such a wave, time-varying 

electric and magnetic fields are mutually linked with 

each other at right angles and perpendicular to the 

direction of motion. An electromagnetic wave is 

characterized by its intensity and frequency (f) of the time 

variation of the electric and magnetic fields. In terms of 

modern quantum theory, electromagnetic radiation is the 

flow of photons through space at speed of light. Each 

photon contains a certain amount of energy, which 

increases with growing frequency. The electromagnetic 
spectrum can be divided into non-ionising and ionising 

radiations, depending on the capability to ionise 

molecules; only ionising radiation has sufficient photon 

energy to break chemical bonds. The spectrum of non-

ionising radiation can be further divided into several 

categories according to frequency or wavelength: 

extremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic fields, 

intermediate frequency (IF) electromagnetic fields, 

radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic fields, infrared (IR) 

radiation, and visible (VIS) light, and ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation (Figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1: The Electromagnetic Spectrum 

 
Fig. 2: Electromagnetic Spectrum Types of Radiation 

By altering the atomic composition of cell 

structures, by breaking chemical bonds and by inducing free 

radical formation, sufficient exposure to ionizing radiation 

may inflict DNA damage or mutation, thus increasing the 

risk of malignancy or cell death. 

A. Non-Ionizing Radiation 

Non-ionizing' radiation (NIR), by and large alluding to 

vitality frames with lower frequencies, has been viewed as 

sheltered by numerous researchers and without unfriendly 

impacts at normal introduction levels. 
As of late, in any case, expanding proof 

recommends that a few frequencies of NIR may can 

possibly cause natural mischief. The vast majority of the 

examination on the wellbeing impacts of unfavorable NIR 

(a-NIR) has been done at: (1) very low-recurrence (ELF) 

vitality waves created and produced by power stations, 

electrical cables and some electrical gear; and (2) radio and 

microwave frequencies emitted by remote correspondence 

advances, cordless and mobile phones, and some electrical 

materials. Flow think about is likewise examining the 

potential arrangement of extraordinary presentation to a-

NIR because of voltage starting from 'messy power' and 
'ground current'. Similarly as spotless water can wind up 

dirtied when it goes through a tainted situation; power turns 

out to be progressively contaminated when it comes into 

contact with grouped kinds of electronic hardware. Normal 

or 'clean' power enters structures at a recurrence of 50/60 

Hz; control progresses toward becoming 'grimy' or 

contaminated when it creates dispersed higher-recurrence 

motions because of contact with hardware, for example, 
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PCs, plasma TVs and a few apparatuses. NIR produced by 

messy power may transmit to defile the adjoining condition 

and is claimed to be conceivably unsafe. Ground flow, in 
some cases alluded to as 'stray flow,' is power that isn't 

restricted to electrical wiring. Electrical flow pursues the 

easy way out and can course through all accessible ways 

including earth, wires and different items. 

The inquiry whether electromagnetic fields (EMFs) 

cause organic impacts that are unsafe to human wellbeing, is 

as yet open. In our ordinary condition, we are persistently 

encompassed by structures and apparatuses that radiate in 

the incredibly low recurrence (ELF) scope of the 

electromagnetic range, for example, electrical cables and 

family unit machines. Also, expanding outflows in the 

radiofrequency (RF) some portion of the electromagnetic 
range result from the utilization of remote specialized 

gadgets, for example, cell phones and their base stations. A 

few examinations have revealed a huge number of natural 

impacts of EMFs, from entire living beings down to the cell 

level. Nonetheless, the extrapolation of the watched organic 

impacts to explicit human wellbeing impacts and sicknesses 

isn't clear. 

B. Biological Effects from Base Transceiver Station 

Since  its  inception,  there  have  been  concerns  about  the  

ill-effect of the mobile towers and mobile phones. Despite 

being a relatively newly acknowledged form of pollution, 

EMRs and their negative impacts on biological systems and 

environment have already been reported by several studies. 

However most of  the  available  scientific  literature  on  the  

negative environmental  effects  of  electromagnetic  fields  

reports  the results of experimental and epidemiological 

studies examining the  impact  on  various  aspects  of  
human  health .  When  a human  body  is  exposed  to  the 

electromagnetic  radiation,  it absorbs  radiation,  because  

human  body  contains  70%  of liquid. Radiation from cell 

phone towers has been associated with greater increase in 

brain tumor. This is due to the damage in the blood brain 

barrier and the cells in the brain which are concerned with 

learning, memory and movement. Current scientific 

evidence indicates that exposure to RF fields, such as those 

emitted by mobile phones and their base stations, is unlikely 

to induce or promote cancers. Several studies are under way 

to determine whether the results of some studies on animals 
have any relevance to cancer in human beings. Recent 

epidemiological studies have found no convincing evidence 

of an increased cancer risk or any other disease with mobile 

phone use. 

1) Risk to Children & Pregnant Women 

 Absorb more energy than adults from the same phone 

owing  to their smaller head and brain  size,  thinner  

cranial  bones to their smaller head and brain  size,  

thinner  cranial  bones  and  skin,  thinner,  more  elastic  

ears,  lower  blood  cell  volume,  as  well as greater 

conductivity of nerve cells and the energy penetrates 

more deeply. Tumors in the mid brain are more deadly 
than in the temporal lobe. 

 Children’s cells reproduce more quickly than an adult 

which makes cancers more deadly. 

 There immune system  is  not  as  well  developed  as 

adults hence  are  less  effective  against fighting cancer. 

 Children have longer life time exposure. 

 
Fig. 3: Absorption of Electromagnetic Radiation from a Cell 

Phone based on age (Frequency GSM 900 MHz) 

C. DNA Damage 

Cell phone frequencies can prompt harmed DNA. Studies 

demonstrate that microwave introduction at levels beneath 
the present FCC presentation standard, produces single and 

twofold strand breaks in DNA. EMR causes film spillage 

because of loss of calcium particles. Breaks in the layers of 

lysosomes (little bodies in living cells pressed with stomach 

related chemicals) discharge DNAase (a compound that 

demolishes DNA), which clarifies the fracture of DNA 

found in cells presented to cell phone signals. 

 
Fig. 4: The Fenton Reaction 

D. Effects on Stress Proteins (Heat Shock Proteins) 

Non-warm impacts of Radio recurrence radiation collect 

over the long haul and the dangers are increasingly 
articulated following quite a while of introduction. The 

impacts are not seen in the underlying long stretches of 

presentation as the body has certain barrier systems and the 

weight is on the pressure proteins of the body, to be specific 

the warmth stun proteins (HSPs). The very preserved HSPs 

collect in cells presented to warm and an assortment of other 

upsetting improvements like substantial metal harming and 

oxygen hardship. HSPs, which work for the most part as 

sub-atomic chaperones enable cells to adjust to slow 

changes in their condition and to get by in generally deadly 

conditions. This further exhibits ELF and RF exposures can 

be destructive, and it occurs at levels far underneath the 
current open wellbeing gauges. HSPs are known to restrain 

regular modified cell passing (apoptosis), where by cells that 

ought to have 'submitted suicide' keep on living. 

E. Effect on Skin 

Radiation from cell towers and cell phones influences 

human skin. Individuals who talk frequently on PDAs have 
a higher centralization of the transtyretin protein than the 

individuals who don't. Transtyretin is framed in the liver; it 

helps transport nutrient an in the body and assumes an 

essential job in anxious infections, for example, Alzheimers. 

The manifestations of Morgellons illness incorporate those 
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of electromagnetic touchiness (EHS); might be founded on 

how body utilizes electric flows to fix wounds to the skin. 

Individual’s whosuffer from this condition report a scope of 
skin manifestations including slithering, gnawing and 

stinging sensations; granules, strings or dark spot like 

materials on or underneath the skin or potentially injuries 

(e.g., rashes or bruises). 

F. Tinnitus and Ear Damage 

Tinnitus, prevalently known as "Ringxiety"- is the mental 
sickness of hearing ghost sound and impression of PDA ring 

and it has been accounted for among a great many phone 

clients on the planet. Individuals with extreme tinnitus may 

experience difficulty hearing, working or notwithstanding 

dozing. The radiation transmitted by cell phones may harm 

the fragile functions of the inward ear, and long haul and 

escalated cell phone use for over four years and for longer 

periods than 30 minutes in multi day are at a higher danger 

of creating hearing misfortune, which can't be turned 

around. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

 To Study & analyze the impact of EIRP on BTS 

compliance. 

 To Study National EMF Portal for EMF Compliance 

Report and SRM NARDA tool. 

 To Evaluate BTS compliance Report by using 

Calculation, Broadband Method. 

 To perform execution of proposed method in practical 

telecom environment. 

 To propose & verify Compliance of BTS by Frequency 

Selective Method (Narrowband) from higher 

technology (FDDE & TDD). 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Increased human exposure to different types of 

electromagnetic fields (EMFs) has raised concerns about 

possible adverse health effects from such exposure. 
Widespread human exposure occurs both to extremely 

low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields (MFs) from the 

generation, distribution and use of electricity and to 

radiofrequency (RF) radiation from wireless 

communication. The exposure limits for EMFs are 

based on well-known biological effects that require field 

intensities much higher than those commonly found in 

human environment, and current research on biological 

effects is largely focused on possible effects from fields 

below the exposure limits. However, experimental 

studies have not provided clear support for carcinogenic 

effects, and there is no known mechanism for such 
effects. Extensive research on bio-effects of RF EMFs 

has not produced consistent evidence of health risks at 

low field intensities, but there are still some data gaps. 

A. Procedure for Determining Installation Class 

It is expected that operators providing a particular 
telecommunication service use a limited set of antennas and 

associated equipment with well-defined characteristics. 

Furthermore, installation and exposure conditions for many 

emitter sites are likely to be similar. Therefore, it is possible 

to define a set of reference configurations, reference 

exposure conditions and corresponding critical parameters 

that will enable convenient classification of sites. 
A useful procedure is as follows: 

1) Define a set of reference antenna parameters or antenna 

types. These categories can be customized to the types 

of emitters used for the particular application. 

2) Define a set of accessibility conditions. These 

categories depend on the accessibility of various areas 

in the proximity of the emitter to people. These 

categories can be customized to the most commonly 

occurring installation environment for the particular 

service or application. 

3) For each combination of reference antenna parameters 

and accessibility condition, determine the threshold 
EIRP. This threshold EIRP, which will be denoted as 

EIRPth, is the value that corresponds to the exposure 

limit for the power density or field from the reference 

antenna for the accessibility condition. 

4) An installation source belongs to the inherently 

compliant class if the emitter is inherently compliant (as 

defined above). There is no need to consider other 

installation aspects. 

5) For each site, an installation belongs to the normally 

compliant class, if the following criterion is fulfilled: 

 
For a multiple-antenna installation, the following two 

conditions need to be distinguished: 

 If the sources have overlapping radiation patterns as 

determined by considering the half-power beam width, 

the respective maximum time-averaged EIRP should 
satisfy the criterion. 

 If there no overlap of the multiple sources, they be 

considered independently. 

 Need to improve compliance value by measurement 

field data. 

A flow chart exposure assessment for single EMF source of 

a telecommunication installation is given in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5: Flowchart of Assessment of EMF Exposure 

IV. EMF EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Evaluation of EMF for telecommunication installations can 

be done by following techniques: 

1) Calculation Method 
Following two methods are being prescribed. Either of 

which could be used for predicting compliance to the 

radiation limits. 

 Prediction of RF Fields. 

 Calculation Method for determination of EIRPth 

2) Field Measurement Approach. 

3) Electromagnetic mapping by software simulation 

method. 

V. PREDICTION OF R.F. FIELDS 

A. Equations for Predicting RF Fields 

The geometry for calculating exposure at the ground level 

due to an elevated antenna is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Fig. 6: Sample Configuration for Calculating Exposure at 

Ground Level 

An antenna is installed so that the centre of 

radiation is at the height h above the ground. The goal of the 

calculation is to evaluate the power density at a point 2 m 
above the ground (approximate head level) at a distance x 

from the tower. In this example the main beam is parallel to 

the ground and the antenna gain is axially symmetrical. 

To simplify the foregoing, define h' = h – 2 [m]. 

Using trigonometry, 

 
Taking into account reflections from the ground, the power 

density becomes: 

 
NOTE – The factor of 2.56 could be replaced by 4 (i.e., 
considering a reflection factor of 1) if a more severe 

approach is necessary. 

VI. NEP (NATIONAL EMF PORTAL) 

Steps to generate an EMF Compliance Report using NEP 

Portal 

1) TSP Site and Tenancy Creation 

2) TSP Survey Initiation, Locking and Self Certificate 
Generation 

 2.1) Locking a Survey 

 2.2) TSP Survey Initiate and Survey Locking 

 2.3) Generate Self Certificate 

 2.4) TSP Self Certificate Generation and Initiation 

 2.5) TSP OTS Self Generation and Initiation 

3) TSP Broadband Measurement 

 3.1) TSP Broadband Measurement Flow 

 3.2) TSP Narrowband Flow 

The mobile service operator will ensure provision of proper 

reports making for general public compliance value. 

 
Fig. 7: 

Above figure show NEP New site Service Proposal Work 

Flow or site creation and compliance. 

A. Safety Signage 

The mobile service operator will ensure provision of proper 

signage warning entry of general public of the exclusion 
zones. The sign board should be clearly visible and 
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identifiable and may contain the following text in black over 

white background: 

B. Danger 

RF Radiation! Do not touch tower! Access to Authorized 

Personnel Only. 

C. Warning 

Non-ionizing Radiation! Beyond this point RF fields exist 

that exceed the rules for human exposure. Authorized 

personnel only. 

D. Caution 

Non-ionizing Radiation! 

The colour code for Danger, Warning and Caution are Red, 

Orange and Yellow respectively as shown below: 

 
   (Red Colour)  (Orange Colour)   (Yellow Colour) 

The samples of signboards are given below for reference 

 
The rules for placement of signage are as follow: 

1) Danger 
On the tower structure at a height of 2 to 4 meters. 

2) Warning 

To be provided only where exclusion zone is formed in any 

area accessible to public. 

3) Caution 

At the entry point of roof of the building of BTS in case of 

RTT or at the entrance of BTS compound in case of GBT. 

4) Size of Signage 

All signages shall be of 2 feet in width and 3 feet in height. 

VII. SELECTIVE RADIATION METER (SRM) 

The Selective Radiation Meter (SRM) is a hand-held 

selective measuring device for safety analysis of RF and 

microwave electromagnetic fields. The SRM can be used by 

broadcasters, radio network operators, measurement service 

providers and public authorities to selectively measure the 

field exposure produced by individual telecom services and 

assess the results in accordance with the applicable 

standards. Narda Safety Test Solutions provides complete 

calibration information standard with every unit, just as 

you’d expect from the world leader. 

 

Fig. 7: Data View of Spectrum Meter of SRM Narda Tool 

Have you ever made a broadband measurement and 

wish you really knew what all the emissions all around you 
were really adding? The Safety Evaluation Mode is a very 

popular method to make a reading that simply separates 

emitters the way you would like them displayed. We include 

multiple sample tables in the meter we deliver to you that 

you can use as is, or modify for your own geographical area 

or interest. It’s easy to make your own tables that quickly 

and cleanly show the total level of individual emitters or 

bands. You can display the results in common field strength 

or equivalent power density, or the easily understood “% of 

standard” units shown below. You can easily modify these 

tables and identify each frequency band or emitter by the 

name that you choose. You can add or remove entities as 
you see fit, thereby customizing the display for your area or 

need. We even offer two different displays, a common 

tabular listing as well as a bar graph listing, making 

evaluation of data quick and accurate. 

This is a very powerful way to display multiple 

emitter data in a way that even non-technical persons 

understand and technical persons can appreciate. 

 
Fig. 8: Analyzer View of Spectrum Meter SRM Narda Tool 

VIII. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

A long haul presentation to microwave radiation particularly 

from 3G and 2G GSM (Global System for Mobile 

Communications) computerized telephone innovation is 

delivering the wellbeing risks. The electromagnetic radiation 

may influence the creepy crawlies. Creepy crawlies are the 

premise and key types of biological communities and they 

are particularly delicate to electromagnetic radiation that 

represents a risk to nature. Throughout the most recent 

couple of years there have been concerns with respect to the 

wellbeing impacts of electromagnetic waves (EMW) 
delivered by cell phone base transmitter stations (BTS). 

Information on conceivable wellbeing impacts of EMW in 

creating nations are uncommon. This investigation was led 

to decide the mindfulness and self-detailed wellbeing risks 

of EMW from the cell phone BTS. With the innovation 

quickly propelling, cell phone clients and individuals living 

inside short proximity of the cell phone base stations have 

turned out to be progressively worried over the potential 

hurtful impacts of radiofrequency radiation created by these 

gadgets to their wellbeing. Most of respondents (92.7%) 

answered to have seen a BTS however just 29.5% knows 
how it functions and 74.5% had no learning about the 

EMW. 
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For the examination, a commonplace site 

introduced for remote correspondence reason at Bharat 

Nagar, Ludhiana, India has been chosen. This site gives four 
distinct administrations (GSM, 3G/UMTS, CDMA, and 

WiMAX). The evaluation of introduction level has been 

accomplished for this site utilizing the figuring of 

proportional isotropically emanated power from every one 

of the reception apparatuses. For this reason, site 

information and significant specialized information for each 

administration have been gathered and organized in Table. 

For a mutual site, the EIRP and EIRPth has be to determine 

as above and the combined proportion ought to be not as 

much as solidarity at all focuses outside the exceedance 

zone for ordinarily agreeable site. Throughout the most 

recent couple of years there have been concerns with respect 
to the wellbeing impacts of electromagnetic waves (EMW) 

delivered by cell phone base transmitter stations (BTS). 

The Result shows the all site are compliant means less than 

unity which show by graph given below. 

A. CASE 1: Site-Compliance (Less than Unity) 

 GSM Band-1800MHZ 

 Frequency Range-30 MHz to 3000 MHz 
 EIRP- 2.216µw/ m2 

Fig. 9: Power Density for GSM- 1800 

B. CASE 2: Site-Compliance (Less than Unity) 

 GSM Band-900MHZ 

 Frequency range-30Mhz to 3000 Mhz 
 EIRP-922.0 µW/m2 

 
Fig. 10: Power Density for GSM- 900 

This concludes that the Exposer value under the threshold 

Value (DOT Guideline) and base stations is compliance. It is 

the responsibility of the wireless service provider to ensure 

provision of proper signage warning entry of general public 

of the exclusion zones. The ‘danger signboard’ should 
be placed on the tower structure; ‘warning signboard’ 

should be placed at the entry point of the exclusion zone and 

the ‘caution signboard’ should be placed at the entrance of 

the base station compound in case of ground base tower 
(GBT) or at the entry point of the roof of the building in 

case of roof top tower (RTT). It has been found that the 

overall EIRP/EIRPth ratio at all the four buildings are less 

than unity. Thus, it can be concluded that this particular 

site is normally compliant and does not cause adverse health 

effects. But, it is important to note that the present threshold 

limits prescribed by the ICNIRP are considered to be rather 

too generous and hence, there is a need to review and remedy 

the situation and not wait until it becomes the subject matter 

of a public interest petition in the light of possible 

environmental adverse effects. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Due to the substantial number of clients, there is presently 

open worry about conceivable wellbeing dangers from EMF 

exposures from cell phones or their base stations. Concerns 

have likewise been raised that constant presentation to EMF 

radiation exuding from telecom towers causes hurtful warm 

and non-warm wellbeing impacts. The impacts of 

introduction to radio recurrence radiation have created a 

functioning logical discussion among the exploration offices 

over the globe. The administrators giving remote 

correspondence ought to consider truly this investigation 
and ITU-T proposals, in rules so as to keep the task of base 

station handsets in consistence with directions concerning 

natural assurance against non-ionizing radiation. 

Further, note that the present edge limits 

recommended by the ICNIRP are viewed as rather 

excessively liberal and thus, there is a need to survey and 

cure the circumstance and not hold up until it turns into the 

topic of an open intrigue appeal in the light of conceivable 

ecological unfavourable impacts. In this Study, generally 

EMFs were found to modify cell reactions, Results 

concerning 3000 MHz MF impacts on UV radiation 

instigated oxidative procedures and on intracellular GSH 
levels did not bolster the theory that ELF MFs increment 

cell dimension of Health risks. The general proportion of 

comparable isotropically emanated power (EIRP) and edge 

EIRP joining all services at this particular site has been 

calculated at ground level and nearby buildings. It has been 

found that the ratio of EIRP and threshold EIRP is less 

than unity and thus, the particular site is normally 

compliant and does not impose any adverse health effects 

X. FUTURE SCOPE 

Different worldwide associations like WHO, HPA, SRSA, 

AGNIR, NIPH have expressed, undoubtedly, that there is no 

persuading proof connecting EMF exposures with wellbeing 

impacts in grown-ups or kids. Additionally, in the course of 

recent years, different scholarly examinations have been 

distributed worldwide on the impacts of EMF radiation 

exuding from Portable towers. A portion of the 

examinations report the nonattendance of a hazard to people 

from EMF radiations. However others report the nearness of 

a hazard; in any case, the greater parts of these are a long 
way from definitive and accompany the standard scholarly 

admonition about further investigations. To put it plainly, 
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there is no obvious logical proof accessible starting today 

which sets up causality between EMF radiation and malady 

in individuals in so far as it identifies with EMF radiation 
from either towers or PDAs. 
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